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About This Game
"In a world ravaged by Hell's demons, a lone survivor wanders.. an omen has begun."
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English

Neverdead is a far from complete game, you get what you pay for. The description clearly explains about the early acess. To
give this game a bad review would be counter productive and unfair. The game is playable, but a work in progress, there are no
zombie models, which is rather interesting whilst playing. Should you buy it: I would only suggest purchasing this game if you
understand what early acess is. You are not buying a complete game, you are basically bug testing. This game is ony $2, if you
want to be involved into the developent of the game I would suggest it. If you expect a polished and finished game, do not
purchase. What is this game: This game is essentially Call of Duty Nazi Zombies. This game has the potential to be much more
if all plans are implemented.. This Game is Very Good, I Can Kill Zombie Blobs and some Weapons to Kill, WOW Rating:
10/10. playing this game at first wasnt so great but seeing the updates and how different the game looks, and feels it is the best
being made by one person so i definietly recommend this game to people who like games like this the new update gets me
hooked and makes me wanna play for hours very good game goodjob CJ!!!!. This game is absolute
u2665u2665u2665u2665u2665u2665u2665, and the dev pressured friends into upvoting.. This game is absolute
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interesting whilst playing. Should you buy it: I would only suggest purchasing this game if you understand what early acess is.
You are not buying a complete game, you are basically bug testing. This game is ony $2, if you want to be involved into the
developent of the game I would suggest it. If you expect a polished and finished game, do not purchase. What is this game: This
game is essentially Call of Duty Nazi Zombies. This game has the potential to be much more if all plans are implemented.. This
Game is Very Good, I Can Kill Zombie Blobs and some Weapons to Kill, WOW Rating: 10/10

FREE Demo Announcement! + screenshots : The bells of Death are ringing.. New Trailer/Info. for 0.1.5 Coming Soon! : Can
you hear it.? They're Here.. Information for EA 0.1.5? : For the month of September I've been playing a variety of different
games to see how particular mechanics impacted things in game. Development also has been silently chugging along for the
entirety of the month in between play sessions. I've also been playing the hell out of NEVRDEAD in the unity editor to see what
tweaks can be made to make the game more enjoyable and rewarding. I'll be working on side by side screenshots to show
changes in progress within the first week of October.. Progress Preview for EA v 0.1.5 : Progress?. Progress Preview for EA v
0.1.5 : Progress?. Demo EAV 0.1.5.p2 Patch Notes! : Notes EA V 0.1.5.p2 added a few new hints in the load menu added
notifier text in control menu (click to scroll) added melee hit sfx when striking demons adjusted player melee range from 1 to 2
(x2 range) adjusted player melee attack speed from 1 to 0.7 (x2 speed) book spawns will now spawn cultists, (didn't make sense
not to) changed speed demons into fire demons, hurls fireballs at player when in range, 15 dam per projectile changed fire
demons aggro range from 20 to 18, attack range from 1.3 to 12, move speed from 8 to 6 changed fire demon spawn rate,
significantly less (easier for player) changed ritual pentagrams to a new dynamic one changed # of ritual brute waves from 6 to 1
changed money pickup UI color to stamina pickup color dynamic ritual locations will now remain hidden until player triggers
them deadbodies will now despawn after set timer, (increase performance) fixed maltheus book pickup UI, won't conflict with
other UIs fixed an issue w/ purchased crates not showing up fixed an issue w/ endless player reloading on full ammo fixed an
issue w/ firing guns while inspecting them fixed an issue w/ occlusion on kukri pickup fixed gorakon book, will now despawn
upon pickup fixed deathcam survival text, will now properly display 'day or days' fixed floor colliders, items shouldn't pass
through them now fixed light bulbs, now have light emission unified money pickup sfx with all money drops/pickups unified
key pickup sfx with all keys wind zones have been re-added to trees/bushes Have suggestions or opinions about this or next
patch? Leave a comment.. EAV 015 Patch Notes! : EAV 015 Finally. It's Here! There is something as too much sometimes,
here are the highlighted core changes, if you are a day one game owner you will understand. added new weapons: m1911, m1a1,
r870 short barrel, python, m1 garand, desert eagle, bren, mac10, baseball bat, kukri machete. I kept the m4a1, ak47, l96 from
EAV 014 added weapon animations for all guns: reload, fire, adsfire, inspect added new tree/bush models as well as terrain
texture enhancements added a variety of enterable buildings from old warehouses to decrepit offices, enjoy looting these
dungeon like locations, many more are going to be added to compliment story elements added melee combat, new baseball bat
and kukri weapons added a player damage indication visual+sound added player inventory system, you can now store items on
you for a reduced yield trade off, you can now also check your scores of ammo and loot you find added deferred lighting,
improved image effects added level up sound notification as well as icon build objects have been overhauled, more base
appropriate fortifications at your disposal, removed ammo+weapon crate buyable changed player field of view from 55 to 70
changed currency system from money to souls changed all ammo pickup models to resemble their respective type demon
spawning will now slowly build from night to night disturbed and speed demons are now ranged, move slightly faster, don't be
so careless though they are formidable in packs improved loot spawn chances for all crate types increased range and radius of
the flashlight increased lighting in rooms and tight spaces overhauled HUDUI completely, not so cluttered + activated
baseballbat weapon pickup, was false + added player handweapon models for unarmed combat + added general hit sound for
world objects with melee + adjusted melee weapon ranges, melee damage has been doubled + brute demons will now drop
summoningstones without enragement + build cost textui color darkened + centered all menuUIs + player HUD UIs + decreased
shadow distance from 100 to 10, increases performance nearly doubled fps (stable 70+ fps Ultra 1920x1080 on GTX1060) +
decreased shadow quality slightly, help compliment performance issues + fixed an issue with steam achievements unlocking
upon exiting the game + fixed an issue with steam achievements conflicting with story items + fixed an issue with the
kukriweapon model not rendering + fixed an issue with the kukripickup layer rendering over other layers + fixed an issue with
player hand models skin tone being shiny + lowered cost of build items, barricade is only exception, change in cost from 75 to
100 souls + improved melee combat, more responsive + increased damage + improved demon AI, will now destroy player
fortifications/build objects + improved bren animations, weapon recoil decreased, fire rate increased + improved python
animations, weapon recoil decreased + improved python fire sound, amplified a bit more + improved m1garand hand
orientation, fire sound is amplified a bit more + increased ak47 damage from 16 to 18 + increased python damage from 25 to
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90 + increased desert eagle damage from 22 to 100 + removed key press pick up for souls, simply walk over them to acquire +
summonings will now reward summoningstones upon completion + spread demon spawning across more nights, you now have a
week until final horde + updated mainmenu logo to new logo Anything marked with a '+' is POST patch.
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